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Abstract-Accuracy of swell wave direction measurements derived 
from Datawell Hippy 40-second Mark II and National Data Buoy 
Center angular rate sensor (ARS) are determined using two 
NDBC west coast stations: 46042 in Monterey Bay and 46028 
near Cape San Martin. These are located in deep water 66 nauti-
cal miles apart off the central coast of California. Hippy and ARS 
spectral wave directions are compared to corresponding direc-
tions inferred from strong cyclonic wind fields represented by 
data obtained from National Center for Environmental Predic-
tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/ NCAR) 
Reanalysis project of NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory 
(ESRL). Wave energy is assumed to propagate along great circle 
routes at its frequency-dependent group velocity. Time of wave 
generation is computed by the ridgeline method. Patterns found 
in contours of non-directional wave energy on time-frequency 
plots yield precise information on the time of swell generation. 
Frequency-dependent wave direction is determined using NDBC 
techniques. Swell origin position from buoy information is com-
pared to true swell origin, determined to be where high winds 
exceeding 15 meters per second are found directed toward the 
station. We present the twelve and only cases from November 
2004 to December 2005 in which peak wave period exceeded 20 
seconds at NDBC station 46042. In the twelve cases, swell energy 
reached both stations nearly simultaneously. Storm centers were 
all deep extra-tropical cyclones, and these ranged across the en-
tire Pacific Ocean. The most distant storm was 3,005 kilometers 
away in the southern Pacific near 60 degrees south 150 degrees 
west. Together, these cases show ARS-derived directions margin-
ally exceeding NDBC error limits of 10 degrees. Accuracy of 
Hippy direction is estimated to be 7 ± 10 degrees. The viability of 
the validation method as a general technique for any directional 
wave system is discussed. The last of the twelve cases, the one 
with the least spectral energy density, representing a wave of 
period 21 seconds with an amplitude of 13 centimeters, is shown 
requiring further research owing to apparently weak winds 
around projected point of swell origin.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vigorous swell waves concern us because of the material ef-

fect these have on human activity and economy. Coastal man-

agers and ocean engineers cannot ignore them. The U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (USACE), having responsibility in moni-

toring national coastline dynamics, has partnered with NDBC 

for over two decades in an effort to study the effect of wave 

action on harbors, beaches and other coastal features. NDBC 

has deployed several directional wave stations providing long-

term records of wave climatology for USACE.  

     An important aspect of the NDBC wave measurement pro-

gram is the quality of wave direction estimates, especially of 

swell waves. It is a straightforward matter characterizing accu-

racy of higher frequency wave directions. Direction of locally 

generated, wind waves can be correctly inferred from anem-

ometric measurements, and, if a superstructure vane is in-

stalled, from buoy heading. Too, swell wave directions can be   

approximately checked by comparing these to the location of 

land and discounting directions giving inadequate fetch. Re-

fraction diagrams can also be used in the same way. But at 

deep water locations open to a wide sector of directions facing 

great distances of ocean expanse verifying directional accu-

racy entails no small effort.  

     NDBC directional wave estimates are obtained from free 

floating, moored, discus buoys. Estimates are based on the 

slope-following method. Since waves of interest, those having 

periods beyond one second, exceed in length the diameter of 

NDBC buoy hulls, it is assumed a buoy follows the surface of 

the water and that measurements of slope can be used to de-

rive wave characteristics based on linear wave theory. A prac-

tical complication arises in measuring long period waves for 

which amplitudes and slopes can be small. A one-meter high, 

20-second period wave slopes up and down one half degree 

over one wave cycle. Such miniscule, relatively slowly occur-

ring pitch and roll motions can be detected only by higher 

quality, more responsive sensors.  

     At present the two primary directional wave sensor systems 

used by NDBC are, first, the Datawell Hippy 40 and, second, 

a triaxial angular rate sensor combined with an along-mast 

accelerometer. The latter system is preferred owing to reduced 

cost, diminished size,  decreased weight and lower electrical 
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power consumption requirements but only if meeting or ex-

ceeding NDBC directional accuracy standards of ± 10 de-

grees. This paper gives a method for examining accuracy of 

NDBC wave directions using information from distant storms. 

Contemporaneous data acquired in three ways are used: (1) 

from a Datawell Hippy 40-second Mark II sensor on station 

46042 in Monterey Bay, California; (2) from an angular rate 

sensor (ARS) on NDBC station 46028 near Cape San Martin, 

California; and (3) information from weather analyses pro-

vided by National Center for Environmental Predic-

tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research 

(NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis project of NOAA Earth System 

Research Laboratory (ESRL). Buoy wave directions are com-

pared to those from which waves generated by large, faraway 

distant marine cyclones would propagate.  

 

II. METHODS OF ANALYSIS WITH PITCH-ROLL-HEAVE BUOY 

 

References [1] and [2] give NDBC methods for deriving di-

rectional wave parameters with pitch-roll-heave, discus buoys. 

These methods apply to measurements from both the Hippy 

and the ARS sensor.  

A. Datawell Hippy 

From the Hippy sensor, pitch angle, roll angle and heave dis-

placement are read directly. The reference platform for tilt 

measurements is gravity-stabilized inside an aluminum-

magnesium alloy cylindrical can, weighing 36 kg. Pitch and 

roll angles are determined by the magnetic flux projected onto 

the reference platform. The magnetic flux is produced from 

coils fixed inside the sensor. The coils surrounding the plat-

form move with the outer container of the Hippy, and with the 

buoy, whereas the inner platform inside remains nearly verti-

cal. The accelerometer in the Hippy is a cantilever inside a 

conducting fluid. Accelerations are proportional to electrical 

potential at the end of the cantilever, which moves as it accel-

erates, between two fixed electrodes. The accelerometer as-

sembly is fixed to the inner platform so accelerations are 

nearly vertical. A high pass filter is applied. The Hippy elec-

tronically double integrates acceleration to produce vertical 

displacement.   

B. Angular Rate System 

The NDBC ARS sensor is comprised of a single axis Lucas 

Schaevitz inclinometer, which provides along-mast accelera-

tion and one BEI Systron Donner angular rate sensor fixed 

along each of the bow, starboard and mast axes of the station. 

From the rates, pitch and roll angles are computed, as docu-

mented in reference [3]. Recognizing  buoy pitch angle p and 

roll angle r can be separated into mean and time-varying com-

ponents, such that )()( 0 tpptp ′+= and )()( 0 trrtr ′+= , we 

write angular rate ω along the bow, starboard and mast-down 

axes in terms of p, r, buoy azimuth A, and the time derivative 

of these as follows: 
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Rearranging and writing (1) in terms of p& and r& yields: 
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Assuming that mean pitch and roll are approximately zero 

allows this approximation 
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Reasoning that NDBC discus buoys rarely pitch or roll more 

than 20 degrees and that the small angle approximation is 

valid, (3) can be reduced considerably, resulting in a further 

approximation.  
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The time derivative of pitch and roll in (4) are integrated to 

obtain an approximation of pitch and roll, which is then en-

tered into (3). Three iterations are needed to obtain a numeri-

cal solution in which the differences between the latest and 

previous estimates of pitch and roll become insignificant. Ini-

tial estimates of these are obtained by integrating the angular 

rates in (4). Equation (4) is used only once. Subsequent esti-

mates are obtained by integrating (3). Integrations are best 

done with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) routine. A biaxial 

magnetometer providing magnetic flux density across the bow 

and starboard of the buoy is used to obtain buoy azimuth.  

C. Obtaining Direction from Pitch-Roll-Heave 

Once pitch and roll angles are obtained either directly from the 

Hippy or by computation, buoy slopes in an earth frame of 

reference are found. East buoy slope Zx and north buoy slope 

Zy are derived as follows:  
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These are the first two of three time series records needed for 

directional wave estimations. Also required is vertical or mast-

aligned acceleration a1.  

     Letting S1 = fft(a1), S2 = fft(Zx) and S3 = fft(Zy),  

where fft()is any FFT routine,  the cross-spectra for N 

points in each time series, sampled at an interval t∆ , we have 

the following:  
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Depending on configuration, NDBC stations sample for 20 or 

40 minutes. Data acquisition for stations 46042 and 46028 

involves 4,096 samples over 2,400 seconds each hour.  



     Reference [4] gives the Fourier representation of the direc-

tional wave spectrum: 
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k is wave number and ω is now angular frequency. The Fou-

rier components are used in obtaining wave directions and the 

spreading functions: 
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     With ARS, displacement spectrum )(11 fC  is obtained 

from the mast acceleration spectrum, which we denote )(11 fC m , 

found first by dividing by angular frequency to the fourth 

power representing the mathematical relationship to its second 

derivative, acceleration. Also, a noise correction NC must be 

applied to prevent spuriously high spectral values on the low 

end of the spectrum, due to the especially small frequencies 

there. Finally, a hull transfer function accounts for the re-

sponse of buoy to water motion. 
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III. OBTAINING SWELL DIRECTION WITH RIDGELINE METHOD 

 

The ridgeline method of determining wave direction was first 

introduced in reference [5]. It is used herein to provide ground 

truth for long period swell wave measurements from the two 

NDBC stations.  

     A wave of frequency f travels at group speed, 

                                        
f

g
fCg

⋅
=

π4
)( .                          (12) 

Gravity is g.  

     In this study we are particularly interested in waves with 

periods of over 20 seconds. In the second panel of Figure 1, 

we see a sharp jump in peak period Tp to over 20 seconds oc-

curring near 1000 UTC 18 February at the Monterey station. 

The buoy to the south measured the same, but a little later at 

1600 UTC. The figure also gives time series of significant 

wave height Hm0, average wave period Tavg and the direction 

from which peak wave energy is coming, relative to north, 

.270 1

0

1 pp
θα −=  

     From reference [6] we find that dispersion theory describes 

energy peaks associated with swell waves produce a slanting 

ridge appearing as a straight line through contours of spectral 

energy density on a time-frequency plot. The intersection of 

the ridgeline with the f = 0 line will give to the time of swell 

generation. The onset of swell can be identified by a particular 

spectral energy density threshold at a frequency f at arrival 

time ta.  

 

 
Figure 1. Swell arriving at both stations on 18 February 2005 as noted by peak 

wave period Tp exceeding 20 seconds in the second panel. 

 

     Figure 2 gives an example a ridgeline plot, showing swell 

originated at time to 1200 UTC 18 February, arriving four 

days later at time ta on the 22
nd

, after which wave frequency 

steadily increased for the next three days. 

 
Figure 2. Swell arriving at both stations on 22 February 2005. Contours are of 

spectral energy density C11, same colors representing in both panels same 
energy. Red denotes peak energy. Data void on left of plot intentional.  

 

     Travel distance do is easily computed since wave speed is 

constant: 

                                        ( )oago ttCd −=                           (13) 

After distance from station to origin is computed, weather 

maps near in time to to  are inspected for areas of high winds 



with sufficient fetch at distance do. An example is given in 

Fig. 3 where wind vectors have been plotted every two and 

one-half degrees in latitude and longitude. Red arrows denote 

wind exceeding 15 meters per second, which is gale force, 

capable of generating moderate to high sea states depending 

on the fetch and duration. In this figure also are shown the 

estimated swell generation locations from the two stations in 

blue for 46042 and red for 46028. Magenta triangle denotes 

true swell generation location based on the wind pattern.   

 
Figure 3. Swell arriving 1200 UTC 18 February 2005. In blue is Hippy esti-

mate. Red is ARS estimate. In magenta color is true swell path. 
 

     Finding the estimated point of swell origin O( oφ , oλ ) re-

quires geographic position of the station P( 1φ , 1λ ), peak wave 

direction p1α and radial distance from station to storm oδ . 

Using one degree of arc length for 60 nautical miles, the cor-

responding angular distance oδ is computed from do. Peak 

wave direction p1α is obtained from the station using data from 

Hippy or ARS, as in the fourth panel of Fig. 1. For a station at 

latitude 1φ longitude 1λ , O( oφ , oλ ) is computed with equations 

(14) and (15). 
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IV. DATA SELECTION 

 

Data from stations 46042 Monterey and 46028 Cape San Mar-

tin covering 14 months from 15 October 2004 to 15 December 

2005 were extracted from the NDBC database. Both stations 

are standard, aluminum, NDBC 3-meter discus buoys in deep 

water with identical data acquisition periods and GOES 

transmission time. Depth at 46042 is 1,920 meters, at 46028, 

1,112 m. The stations are separated by 66 nautical miles. Time 

series data arrays were produced for significant wave height, 

peak wave period, average wave period, displacement spec-

trum C11, frequency-dependent wave direction α1 and the first 

spreading parameter r1 among other things. Hourly frames of 

data were produced only for those hours in which all data—

wave, spectra, spreading functions—were available from both 

stations.  

     From 9,846 hours of data there were 53 hours at station 

46042 and 60 hours at station 46028 in which peak wave pe-

riod exceeded 20 seconds. Analysis of the occurrences al-

lowed grouping them into 12 cases. Twelve in one year is not 

unusual for the eastern Pacific wherein occurrence of long-

period swell waves is the result of energetic tropical and extra-

tropical cyclones developing throughout the Pacific Ocean 

throughout the year. 

     Each case begins with a sharp jump in peak period from 

well below 20 seconds to 21.1 seconds or 23.5 seconds, after 

which periods gradually decline somewhat linearly. Only the 

first jump is used for computing swell generation time, al-

though the arrival time of any particular frequency along the 

ridgeline could have been used.  

 

V. RESULTS 

Eleven of the 12 cases were complete in the sense that mete-

orological data verified the existence of a distant, prior storm 

in the vicinity where at least one of the NDBC stations 

pointed, more or less correctly. Table I summarizes the buoy 

measurements and ridgeline analysis results of these. Table II 

lists the differences between bearings of station-derived swell 

generation locations to those obtained from map analysis. We 

see that average Hippy-derived wave directions meet the 

NDBC standard of 10 degrees but that the deviation about the 

mean error exceeds this slightly. ARS-derived directions 

clearly exceed those from the Hippy although in some particu-

lar cases the ARS proved to be the more accurate system. The 

tenth case was of the most distant storm near 60 degrees south 

latitude, where the closest land was Antarctica. ARS pointed 

over 40 degrees too far left looking out from the station, and 

there is no obvious reason for this error. Hippy always pointed 

to within 22 degrees of true wave direction.  

     The last of the 12 cases is extremely interesting because of 

the apparent lack of any storms anywhere that might have 

generated the swell signal detected by both stations, and in 

much the same way. Fig. 4 gives a detail of the area suggested 

by the buoy data to have been where the swell had originated. 

South of the Philippines there is seen a weak cyclonic circula-

tion but nothing strong. A search for tropical systems in the 

area revealed no activity. However, a closer look at the data in 

Table III suggests a possible answer to this mystery. The wave 

amplitude a(f) associated with the spectral energy of a compo-

nent of the wave spectrum C11 is found by the following rela-

tionship. 

                                 fCfa ∆= 112)(                                 (16) 

Table III lists the amplitudes of 23.5- and 21-second wave 

energy first detected by the respective station for each case. 

We see that the amplitudes for Case 12 are least from among 

the whole set of 12 cases, giving a reasonable explanation for 

why a storm could not be found. A short-lived, small-scale 

weather event likely created the swell energy but this event 

was too small to have been integrated into the NCAR reanaly-

sis fields, of which there are only four fields per day and 

which are mapped to a coarse 2.5 by 2.5-degree grid. Never-

theless small swell waves propagated away from the origina-



tion site, reaching the West Coast of the U.S. several days 

later. 

                

 

Figure 4. Detail of wind pattern around estimated swell origin positions for 
case 12. Blue circle and curve give swell origin point and swell propagation 
path from Hippy data. In red is the same, except for ARS.  Magenta curve is 

segment of a circle centered between the two buoys of radius do. 
 

TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF CASES GIVING MEASURED PEAK WAVE PERIOD, WAVE 

DIRECTION AND HOURS OF WAVE PROPAGATION DETERMINED FROM 

RIDGELINE. 

 

  46042 46028 

 

Case 

No. 

 

Date of swell 

arrival 

Tp 

sec 

αp 

deg 

ta-t0 

hours 

Tp 

sec 

αp 

deg 

ta-t0 

hours 

1 16 Dec 2004 21.05 286 108 21.05 267 109 

2 23 Dec 2004 19.05 285 139 21.05 270 137 

3 3 Jan 2005 21.05 310 133 23.53 300 133 

4 18 Jan 2005 21.05 293 111 21.05 261 112 

5 16 Feb 2005 21.05 284 134 19.05 291 140 

6 18 Feb 2005 21.05 288 93 21.05 280 97 

7 22 Feb 2005 21.05 279 90 21.05 284 94 

8 1 Mar 2005 23.53 276 83 21.05 277 87 

9 9 Mar 2005 21.05 291 100 21.05 294 100 

10 15 Sep 2005 21.05 196 185 21.05 157 186 

11 23 Oct 2005 21.05 304 43 23.53 293 46 

12 17 Nov 2005 21.05 290 182 21.05 287 184 

 

We speculate that the source of the average error in the ARS 

sensor is lack of sensitivity to miniscule rotational rates asso-

ciated with the small slopes of swell waves. This stems from 

the relatively small mass of the sensor which remains uncou-

pled to the complementary data available from the mast accel-

erometer. Source of error in the Hippy is attributed to the 

known limitations resulting from rapid changes in azimuth.   

 

 

 

TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF TRUE WAVE DIRECTIONS DERIVED FROM METEOROLOGICAL 

WIND FIELDS AND DEPARTURE OF STATION REPORTS FROM THESE. BELOW ARE 

BASIC STATISTICS OF THE ERRORS BY STATION. 

Case 

No. 

True wave direction 

(degrees N.) 

46042 

error 

(degrees) 

46028 

error 

(degrees) 

1 305 -19 -38 

2 299 -14 -29 

3 299 11 1 

4 293 0 -31 

5 300 -16 -9 

6 292 -4 -12 

7 288 -9 -4 

8 298 -22 -21 

9 294 -3 0 

10 198 -2 -41 

11 299 5 -6 

12 -- -- -- 

Mean  error -6.6 -17.3 

Standard deviation of error 10.3 15.4 

Maximum error 11.0 1.0 

Minimum error -22.0 -41.0 

Error range 33.0 42.0 

 

TABLE III 
AMPLITUDE IN METERS ASSOCIATED WITH MEASURED SPECTRAL ENERGY 

DENSITY AT TWO FREQUENCIES BY CASE BY STATION. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. DISCUSSION 

 

Storms produce winds that generate waves, which travel from 

their generation area along great circle routes. These waves 

can often progress thousands of miles before crashing or 

breaking against the coast. The physical characteristics of 

these is to be of relatively small-amplitude, to have long-

period and to travel rapidly. Owing to distance from origin 

station bearing to the generation area can be determined accu-

rately and precisely using well accepted, well proven, elemen-

tary, linear wave theory governing the propagation of deep 

water waves. Applying these, we have evaluated the character-

istic accuracy of the Datawell Hippy 40 and the NDBC ARS 

on the standard NDBC 3-meter discus buoy.  

     There is little doubt that the Hippy 40 is the superior sensor 

but we should be surprised that, in general, its performance is 

near the limit of acceptability by NDBC and USACE. Contin-

 46042 46028 

Case 

No. 

.0425 Hz .0475 Hz 

 

.0425 Hz .0475 Hz 

1 0.03 0.21 0.04 0.17 

2 0.04 0.26 0 0.25 

3 0.32 0.15 0.25 0.15 

4 0 0.18 0 0.22 

5 0 0.20 0 0.14 

6 0.11 0.36 0.07 0.46 

7 0.15 0.35 0.10 0.42 

8 0.33 0.17 0.18 0.78 

9 0.21 0.45 0.31 0.45 

10 0.15 0.16 0.07 0.17 

11 0.18 0.20 0.32 0.39 

12 0.05 0.13 0.07 0.10 



ued improvement in the NDBC waves program shall demand 

a focused examination of the complete hull-mooring-sensor 

system.  

     Limitation of the ARS system is illustrated well by large 

errors in four of the 11 cases. Each of these produced large 

negative errors with which we should discount random effects 

of some kind.  Wave-current interaction may be the key to 

understanding these seemingly systematic errors. 

     NDBC is slowly perfecting ways to measure swell waves. 

The ridgeline method is one of the least expensive validation 

tools available as development of swell-measuring techniques 

continues. Wind wave direction can be corroborated with 

wind direction from two anemometers. Swell wave direction 

is not as simple to check, although there are two ways. First, 

there is the orientation of the coast, from which swell cannot 

come. If a station is near land then a gross check of wave di-

rection is possible. Also, other sensors, such as arrays of pres-

sure gages, can be used. Accurate in situ validation systems 

are expensive, bulky, cumbersome and difficult to maintain. 

Therefore, the ridgeline method has a place at NDBC because 

it is accurate and simple, easy to understand and straightfor-

ward, and it is interesting to learn.   

     Using cases in which the peak wave period exceeded 20 

seconds was done with a purpose. It was to find what might be 

termed clean cases, relatively uncomplicated by energies as-

sociated with other frequencies of the wave spectrum. An un-

expected consequence of this selection criterion was to give us 

cases with relatively small wave amplitudes, and, thus dimin-

ished wave slopes, which we have shown were effectively 

detected by both the Hippy and ARS. The high sensitivity of 

the ARS sensors to mild-sloping waves has encouraged con-

tinued development and application of micro-electro-

mechanical motion sensor technology. Presently NDBC has 

adpated the MicroStrain gyro-enhanced orientation sensor 

3DM-GX1 to replace the Schaevitz-Systron Donner assembly.   

     Case 12 invites more discussion and a closer look for two 

reasons. First, it demonstrates the the magnifying effect of 

stacking ridgelines. This increases the signal to noise ratio 

considerably, bringing out subtle features. The same occurs 

with )(1 fα when true, yet weak, signals arrive at a buoy.  

Methods for signal detection based on continuity in times se-

ries was not examined in this report but such an examination 

could open up some doors into the world of intelligent post-

processing of data. Second, Case 12 establishes the impor-

tance of wave analysis as a new method for tracking the exis-

tance of storms at sea  What we may have discovered here is a 

method for tracking short-lived, far-off wind events that may 

have slipped through the meteorological reporting grid. If so, 

this has implications in climate-energy balance studies be-

cause we will have demonstrated a method for tracking small-

scale, energetic meteorological phenomena as reflected in the 

ocean wave field. 
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